Abstract-With the advent of large-scale high density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays, case-control association studies have been performed to identify predisposing genetic factors that influence many common complex diseases. These genotyping platforms provide very dense SNP coverage per one chip. Much research has been focusing on multivariate genetic model to identify genes that can predict the disease status. However, increasing the number of SNPs generates large number of combined genetic outcomes to be tested. This work presents a new mathematical algorithm for SNP analysis called IFGA that uses a "BoostMode" support vector machine (SVM) to select the best set of SNP markers that can predict a state of complex diseases. The proposed algorithm has been applied to test for the association study in two diseases, namely Crohn's and severity spectrum of β 0 /Hb E Thalassemia diseases. The results revealed that our predicted SNPs can respectively best classify both diseases at 71.57% and 71.06% accuracy using 10-fold cross validation comparing with the optimum random forest (ORF) and classification and regression trees (CART) techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Scientists have long been interested in identifying genetic factors that influence the occurrence of complex diseases. With the advent of parallel genotyping technology, cost and time in finding SNPs are not out of reach. Large case-control cohorts generated from very dense SNP arrays (DNA chip contains dense array of SNPs) challenging researchers to search for SNPs that are associated with the diseases. In contrast to the single gene disorders, the state of complex diseases could be triggered from multiple genes when exposing to certain environmental factors [1] , [2] . However, searching for multiple marker interactions from a large pool of SNPs imposes high computational and memory complexity. A technique of selecting subset of relevant features, named Feature Selection [3] , has been widely used in almost fields, including bioinformatics. This technique provides more effective way to improve learning accuracy to understand the importance of the features by removing irreverent or redundant ones.
II. THE PROPOSED IFGA METHOD
In this section, we introduce a new encoding method called IFGA. Fig. 1 demonstrates the summary of the IFGA method. The first population is constructed by our proposed integer encoding approach. The data in the chromosome (in Genetic Algorithm (GA) context) are represented by a set of selected features. After the population is generated, each chromosome is evaluated by a fitness score. This score is obtained by using the BoostMode-SVM approach. Then, the IFGA re-generates the next population by IFGA selection, IFGA cross-over, and IFGA mutation until a termination criterion is satisfied.
A. The Integer Encoding Method
Utilizing GA to perform feature selection can be done by converting input data using binary encoding [4] . The length of a chromosome equals a number of all features. The size of encoded chromosome corresponds directly to the number of input features. This, however, presents a problem due to two reasons. First, the running time highly depends on the length of chromosome. Second, a general binary encoding does not fix a number of selected features. It fixes only the length of the chromosome.
The IFGA integer encoding method is proposed to solve these problems. Assume that a case-control data used in this study have m number of genotypes. Let Q i be the i th chromosome processed in the algorithm. The length of Q i , denoted by |Q i |, is set to a constant less than or equal to m. Then, random |Q i | numbers, represent the locations to select the corresponding genotypes from a given feature sequence. During the IFGA, the length of each chromosome is not necessarily identical. For example, suppose m = 7, the chromosome size (|Q i |) is set to 3, and the randomly selected locations are 1, 5, and 6. So, the chromosome Q i = {1, 5, 6}.
B. IFGA Selection
Each individual chromosome is selected based on its fitness score into a mating pool by a stochastic universal sampling method (SUS) [5] . The IFGA also uses an elitism technique [6] , in which the next generation chromosome derives from the best chromosome in a current generation.
C. IFGA Cross-Over
The cross-over function of traditional GA randomly selects the recombination point and swaps the two chromosomes flanking this point. Cross-over from the original GA, however, cannot be applied to the IFGA approach because all chromosomes must have the same size and features from the same loci cannot be on the same chromosome. We must devise an IFGA cross-over technique to overcome this problem. Assume that, parent 1 and parent 2 are the parental chromosomes where each locus is the position of selected feature. Either number of parent 1 's or parent 2 's locus must be more than 1. Number of both parents' loci (parent 1 and parent 2 ) must be greater than or equal to one. Outputs from this algorithm are offspring 1 's and offspring 2 .
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D. IFGA Mutation
Mutation function alters the value of a specified locus. It hardly occurs when comparing with the cross-over process. IFGA mutation is presented here. Let m denote the length of a given genotype sequence, input_chrom is a chromosome that will be mutated, and output_chrom is a mutated chromosome. Each element in a chromosome is a selected feature. 
E. Generating a Population
There are two kinds of population, the initial population and the next generation population. To generate the initial population with P chromosomes, where P is a user-defined number of chromosomes in the population, the algorithm repeatedly generates the chromosomes by integer encoding method and adds them into the set of population until the number of the chromosomes in the population is equal to P.
On the other hand, the population in the next generation consists of the chromosome b, the best fitness score from the current generation, e groups of features from evolution, crossover and mutation, and r groups of the features from the new re-selected features.
After adding b and e to the next generation, those chromosomes are checked for redundancy. Each chromosome must be identical in the next generation. Duplicated chromosomes will be removed. If the number of chromosomes in the next generation is less than the number of chromosomes in the current generation then a new subsets of features, r, will be randomly created and added to the next generation.
F. Termination
This IFGA algorithm consists of a set of recursive steps for generating the population, evaluation by a BoostMode-SVM, IFGA selection, IFGA cross-over, and IFGA mutation. These steps are executed until the number of the best results remains constant in the next 300 iterations.
III. THE PROPOSED BOOSTMODE-SVM METHOD
The goal of SVM [7] is to find a maximal separating hyperplane: either for (1) linearly separable case or (2) the nonlinearly separable case. Noted that, w T is a transpose vector of weight, x i is an input vector, ϕ is a mapping function, and b is a bias value.
These equations face the same problem occurred when the input data are imbalanced. The learned separating hyperplane from imbalanced data set may shift too much in the direction towards the smaller group compared with the true separating hyperplane [8] .
To solve this problem, the decision hyperplane should be adjusted. It can be seen from (1) and (2) that the parameter w effects the classification output. So, modifying w will adjust the decision hyperplane, which may improve the classifier.
A. BoostMode-SVM
A new technique of oversampling for nominal feature is proposed to improve the performance of the SVM. The BoostMode-SVM (Fig. 1) generates two SVMs, namely SVM 1 and SVM 2 . The SVM 1 is constructed for generating the score of the training data set whereas the SVM 2 is the final SVM model for classification the test set. First, only the training set is used to construct the SVM 1 and to find the BoostMode. This BoostMode is the indicator vector of the minority data set. It is brought to test with the SVM 1 . Two scoring methods, an Unbiased Scoring (US) and a Bias Scoring (BS), are proposed to find the scoring value. The US method is performed when the SVM 1 correctly classifies the BoostMode, otherwise the BS method is performed. After that, a Scoring Over-Sampling approach (SOS) is processed for adding artificial data to minority group by sampling the data of the minority group until a number of data of both groups are equal. The minority group in this paper means the group of data having fewer elements. The new SVM 2 is constructed for the classification by the previous training data set and new set of data from the SOS technique. Finally, the test set is run in the SVM 2 for the evaluation. The error rate for the test set is the fitness score value using in the IFGA section above.
B. Finding the BoostMode
To balance the size of data from both classes, some additional data in the minority group must be generated. The selected generating method (either US or BS) will depend upon a BoostMode vector. The following procedure describes how to compute the BoostMode vector. Let n minor be the number of data in the minority group. Boostrap sampling with replacement is applied on the minority group to generate t data sets, i. 
C. The Unbiased Scoring Method
This technique is processed when the SVM 1 classifies the BoostMode correctly. All data points have equal chances (equal scoring values) to be selected for the over-sampling technique. The following algorithm describes the process of finding the scoring value by the US technique. The scoreVal is an output from this algorithm.
1: for i = 1 to n minor do 2:
scoreVal i = 1/n minor 3: end for
D. The Bias Scoring Method
The BS technique is run when the SVM 1 incorrectly classifies by the BoostMode. The scoring value is calculated from the distance of its point to the decision hyperplane by (3) for linear separability or (4) for nonlinear separability.
The data point that is correctly classified has lesser chance (less scoring value) to be selected for the oversampling process than the one that is wrongly classified. Therefore, increasing in number of incorrect classifications would influence the higher chance of samples to be chosen and vice versa. The scoring value for the BS method is described by the following algorithm. Let distance be a set of distances of all data points in the minority group. The output from this algorithm is a set of scoreVal. 4: for i = 1 to n minor do 5: tmp i = distance i + addVal 6: sumSV 1 = sumSV 1 + tmp i 7: end for 8: if the minority group is the control group then 9: for i = 1 to n minor do 10: Table II shows the comparison of the IFGA-BoostMode-SVM, ORF [9] , and CART [10] by 10-fold cross validation of Thalassemia's and Crohn's diseases. Our IFGA-BoostMode-SVM performs better classification than the standard ORF and CART methods. Note that, no feat., acc., sen., and spec. in Table II are the number of features, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, respectively. Thalassemia data set (503 patients with 835 SNPs) were obtained from the Thalassemia Research Center, Mahidol University and the Crohn data set (357 patients with 103 SNPs) are obtained from [11] . Missing data were inferred by 2SNP phasing method [12] . where a genotype is major homozygote, minor homozygote, and heterozygote, respectively. In IFGA, each chromosome size is varied from 1 to 10. Therefore, feature selection from 1 feature to 10 features is processed. Parameters in the IFGA were set as follows: the number of chromosomes is 1000, the cross-over rate is 0.7 for Thalassemia's and 0.8 for Crohn's diseases, and the mutation rate is 0.035 for Thalassemia's and 0.001 for Crohn's diseases. 
V. CONCLUSION
A new IFGA with BoostMode-SVM was proposed to identify the susceptible loci from the case-control association studies. The IFGA technique encodes chromosomes as different integer sizes. The SOS technique samples the minority data set by two scoring approaches (US and BS) are proposed. This method can very well be applied in the casecontrol association studies. The experimental results from two real data sets: Crohn's and Thalassemia's diseases show that feature selection and classification by the IFGA with BoostMode-SVM outperforms the standard ORF, and CART techniques.
